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WINNERL WATCHES – Models with Technical Specifications, Price, Brand Details, History,
News and Archives

ALCADUS VELOS
November 3, 2021
ALCADUS presents VELOS, a motor-sports
inspired quartz chronograph watch
equipped with split-second (rattrapante) and
flyback functions. Driven by the Swissmade ETA 251.294 FK quartz movement,
this [FIND MORE DETAILS]
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AVI-8 Watches: The Flyboy Royal British
Legion Founder’s Chronograph Limited
Edition and the Flyboy Royal British Legion
Chairman’s Meca-Quartz Limited Edition
October 22, 2021

! APRIL 29, 2019

" LEAVE A COMMENT

After the success of the Royal British
Legion release in May 2021, AVI-8 presents

This fine mechanical watch brand from Switzerland pays tribute to Joseph Thaddäus Winnerl
(1799-1886), the internationally acknowledged horological master and inventor from Austria.

two new timepieces, the Flyboy Royal
British Legion Founder’s Chronograph
Limited Edition and the Flyboy Royal [FIND
MORE DETAILS]

The creative genius behind this luxury watch brand is Austrian master watchmaker Bernhard
Zwinz, who officially revived the WINNERL name in 2018. The debut collection from the brand

DuFrane Bergstrom Air

is Founder’s Series comprising of hand-wound Marine Chronometer wristwatches in white

October 16, 2021

gold, red gold and platinum.

DuFrane presents a new iteration of its
classic, ultra traditional watch Bergstrom.
The Bergstrom Air comes with a bold new
colorway and dial configuration. Its 41.5mm
diameter case is made of marine [FIND
MORE DETAILS]

Dufrane Deep Eddy Automatic Dive Watch
August 1, 2021
Austin, Texas based watch brand Dufrane
presents Deep Eddy, a stylish diving
timepiece with 200 meters water resistance.
Equipped with the Swiss Sellita SW200-1
self-winding movement, this stainless [FIND
MORE DETAILS]

DUFRANE City Limits Automatic GMT
Watch
July 4, 2021
DUFRANE City Limits is an excellent
collection of dual time-zone watches
powered by a tried and tested Swiss
automatic movement. The series is consists
of Tropical Dial, Silver Haze, Dark Hume,
Dark [FIND MORE DETAILS]

As of now, the brand offers three models: White Gold Case with Blue Gold Dial, Red Gold
Case with White Enamel Dial and Platinum Case with Black Enamel Dial.

Weiss Watch Company Weiss Standard
Issue Field Watch
June 28, 2021
Weiss is a Los Angeles based independent
watch brand. Weiss Watch Company was
founded in 2013 by Cameron Weiss, an
American watchmaker with WOSTEP
certification. Before setting up his own
brand, [FIND MORE DETAILS]
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DuFrane Waterloo Automatic Watch
June 23, 2021
Last year, American watch brand DuFrane
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successfully conducted an online crowdfunding campaign to promote its Waterloo
watch. Now, this versatile dress watch can
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be purchased by visiting the online [FIND
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VARIO 1918 Automatic Trench Watch
May 9, 2021
The VARIO 1918 Trench Watch collection is
inspired by the wrist-worn timepieces worn
by the soldiers during the First World War.

The watch case measures 40mm diameter and 10.35 mm thickness. The front glass and
transparent case back are made from sapphire crystal. The watch is worn on a leather strap
fitted with specially designed ‘flat line’ buckle.

To create the 1918 Trench watch, the
Singapore based watch and custom [FIND
MORE DETAILS]

Wryst Racer Automatic Watch New Edition
with Red Strap
April 13, 2021
The Racer Automatic collection by
independent Swiss watch brand Wryst
offers motorsports-inspired wristwatches.
Like every Wryst timepiece, these selfwinding Mens luxury watches Racer SX4
are made [FIND MORE DETAILS]

Rolex GMT-Master II: The Evolution of
World’s Most Preferred GMT Watch
October 27, 2020
A precise and reliable wrist watch with
GMT/second time-zone function is a must
have accessory for both international
travelers and aviation professionals who
frequently pass through various [FIND
MORE DETAILS]
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The movement beats inside this timepiece is a 21 jewels mechanical manual wound caliber
equipped with Beryllium copper balance and Breguet overcoil hairsping. It has 32 hours of

Voutilainen x Leijona Försti Diver Watch

power reserve.

Försti Diver is the most recent addition to
the collaborative series between master
watchmaker Voutilainen and Leijona, the
brand known for its Finnish-Swiss
watchmaking heritage. This is the first […]

PATEK PHILIPPE MUSEUM
Opened in November 2001, the Patek
Philippe Museum in Geneva houses one of
the world’s most important and prestigious
horological collections. Some 2,500
watches, automata, precious objects and
[…]

UNDONE WATCHES x Simple Union
Collection: Sometsuke & Urushi
In 2019, Hong Kong watch brand UNDONE
first explored the Japanese ideology of
impermanence and imperfection (WabiSabi) in collaboration with renowned
antique Katazome fabric craft house Simple
[…]

Grand Seiko Hi-Beat 36000 GMT 44GS
55th Anniversary Limited Edition (reference
SBGJ255)
In 1967, Japanese watchmaking giant
Seiko launched reference 44GS, first
timepiece to embody the design code
known as the “Grand Seiko Style”. Now, 55
years on from its first appearance, Grand
Seiko […]

RESERVOIR X Blake and Mortimer “By
Jove!!!”
RESERVOIR has launched a new limited
edition timepiece in collaboration with
DARGAUD, publisher of the Blake and
Mortimer series. The RESERVOIR Blake
and Mortimer “By Jove!!!” watch takes […]

TEKNON: Customizable and Modular
Automatic Watches
TEKNON presents a ground-breaking range
of modular customizable watches, allowing
the enthusiasts to express their creativity
and design. With an innovative modular
concept and high-quality materials […]

Turning back the timepiece, you can admire the finely decorated mechanical movement which
is visible through the sapphire crystal case back.

Brellum Wyvern GMT LE.1 Ghost
Chronometer Limited Edition
Independent Swiss watch brand Brellum
has released a new GMT model from its
Wyvern series. Dressed in a Black DLC
case, this sport cool watch houses a
chronometer certified self-winding
movement with […]

Carl F. Bucherer Manero Peripheral
BigDate
Carl F. Bucherer’s new Manero Peripheral
BigDate is the Lucerne-based Swiss watch
manufacturer’s second launch of the year to
feature its signature innovation. This classic
wristwatch is equipped […]

Hublot Big Bang Unico Arturo Fuente
Ceramic Limited Edition
Swiss luxury watch Maison Hublot has
released a special edition timepiece in
collaboration with the prestigious cigar
brand Arturo Fuente y Compañia. Arturo
Fuente cigars are consistently rated among
[…]

Vacheron Constantin Traditionnelle
Tourbillon China Limited Edition
Inspired by the Chinese Jade culture,
Vacheron Constantin presents a
Traditionnelle tourbillon model dedicated to
China market, numbered and engraved in
30-piece limited edition. This Traditionnelle
[…]

IWC Schaffhausen Big Pilot’s Watch 43
Spitfire New Models in Titanium and Bronze
IWC’s new Big Pilot’s Watch 43 Spitfire is
inspired by the functional design of historic
“mil-spec” watches. One model has a
titanium case and a black dial; the other
features a bronze case and a […]

Blancpain Fifty Fathoms Tourbillon 8 Jours
New Models
The new Fifty Fathoms Tourbillon 8 Jours
diver’s watch from Blancpain blends
horological complexity with high

The movement finishing differs depends up on the version: Silver Grainage for white gold
version, Geneva Stripes for red gold version and Engraving for platinum version.

performance. It boasts a captivating flying
tourbillon visible via a dedicated […]

Oris Aquis Date Sun Wukong Limited
Edition
Swiss watchmaker Oris has released the
Sun Wukong Limited Edition, a 2,000-piece
limited-edition version of its Aquis Date
diver’s watch. Designed and produced in
partnership with the Shanghai […]

Hublot Big Bang Unico Eden Rock St
Barths Limited Edition
Hublot announces a 25-piece limited-edition
watch symbolizing its continuing
collaboration with the Oetker Collection’s
iconic Caribbean hotel. Hublot’s partnership
with Eden Rock – St Barths, which […]

Hublot Classic Fusion Chronograph
Concrete Sand Limited Edition
Created by Hublot in partnership with the
Middle East based luxury watch retailer
Ahmed Seddiqi & Sons, the Classic Fusion
Chronograph Concrete Sand celebrates the
UAE’s 50th anniversary. […]

Aquastar Deepstar II
Swiss watch brand Aquastar presents the
Deepstar II, a new Swiss made automatic
diving timepiece. It is a descendant of the
2020’s Deepstar Chronograph Re-Edition,
which marked the resurgence of […]

Mühle-Glashütte New Teutonia IV Models
Mühle-Glashütte adds four new models to
its Teutonia IV family. What’s more, the
watch manufacturer is also exploring new
dimensions with its Teutonia IV
Chronograph, the smallest chronograph in
the […]

Greubel Forsey GMT Sport “Sincere Fine
Watches Special Edition”
Independent Swiss luxury watch
manufacture Greubel Forsey has released
a special edition GMT Sport watch for
Sincere Fine Watches. Sincere Fine
Watches is Greubel Forsey’s long-standing

Joseph Thaddäus Winnerl was born on 25 January 1799 in a small town close to the

partner in […]

Austrian-Slovenian border. At a very young age he left home to study watchmaking as a
journeyman apprentice serving among others, Georg Schmidt Fidel in Graz, Kessels in

Phillips in Association with Bacs & Russo

Altona, Urban Jürgensen in Copenhagen and the famed watchmaker Breguet in Paris starting

Hong Kong Watch Auction: XIII – Results

in 1829. Already in 1832 he had founded his own business in Paris producing marine

The Hong Kong Watch Auction: XIII (25-26

chronometers, precision pocket watches and clocks.

November 2021) by Phillips in Association

His fame quickly spread across borders, and by 1835 he was already so revered that

with Bacs & Russo realised over HK$ 231
million/ US$ 30 million, more than 43% of
its pre-sale high estimate, […]

Ferdinand Adolph Lange expressly learned French in order to be able to live in Paris and
apprentice with him for a period of 5 years. It was during this stage at the Winnerl atelier that
Lange came in contact with Winnerl’s penchant for the so called 3/4 movement plate,
diamond endstones and screwed chatons, perfect elements for stable movement design and
functionality – still widely used in German watchmaking today.

Hanhart 417 ES Red Lion Limited Edition
Hanhart has launched the 417 ES Red
Lion, a new limited edition from its 417 ES
series. Made in partnership with Urban
Gentry and limited to 150 pieces, the

A prolific inventor of horological and scientific instruments, Winnerl was responsible for the

Hanhart 417 ES Red Lion picks up on the

most essential mechanical developments found at the heart of every mechanical

[…]

chronograph, still in use today, such as the return to zero mechanism required for the
functioning of every existing mechanical chronograph. Amongst some of the greatest
achievements must be his invention in 1831 of the first pocket watch with an independently
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stoppable seconds hand that could be stopped and restarted at will. Later, in 1838, he
presented a pointer mechanism with two superimposed seconds hands, the direct precursor
of the split seconds mechanism for timing two moments simultaneously during a single event,
and around 1840 he presented a triple split seconds chronograph pocket watch, the first of its
kind ever created.
After 10 years in Paris, he received his first gold medal in 1839, and through the years, many
other prizes, accolades and awards would follow, including his appointment as clockmaker to
the Paris Observatory in 1850 and Expert Clockmaker to the Navy in 1873. His clocks and
watches were so exceptionally accurate, that with simple oiling and cleaning, they were still in
use by the French Navy even after atomic timekeeping had long been established and
accepted on their naval vessels in the 1970’s of the last century. Coincident with his years at
the Paris Observatory, several elementary discoveries were made in which Winnerl’s
expertise in chronometric timekeeping was of fundamental value, such as Foucault’s
determination of the speed of light, made at the observatory in 1862, requiring exact timing
measurements for their accuracy. He was also closely involved with the construction of the
first mechanical calculator, the Arithmaurel, which surely, together with various chronometers,
would have been of great assistance in the various astronomical calculations and sightings of
the day.
Winnerl’s achievements and influence were formidable; yet his renown faded from horological
history due to the lack of an heir and the fact that he never courted the attention of rich and
fashionable aristocratic clients, like so many of his contemporaries. As the watchmaker’s
watchmaker, his sole concern was focused purely on the pursuit and achievement of the
greatest possible accuracy in order to guide ships safely over the seven seas, and to assist
scientists searching for the secrets of the universe.
This love of detail, the personal history and life work of Winnerl has for many years been the
center of interest to the Austrian master watchmaker Bernhard Zwinz. He too journeyed away
from his homeland in Austria to pursue horological excellence in different countries, finally
arriving in Switzerland’s Vallée de Joux to apprentice and work on Philippe Dufour’s Simplicity
series of watches for 3.5 years, where after he settled in the valley permanently since 2001.
Bernhard Zwinz established his own horological workshop, L’Atelier de Joux, in 2004, and for
the last 14 years now, he has been working for other brands such as Gruebel Forsey, H.
Moser & Cie, Urban Jürgensen, MB&F and MCT. His small work shop handles new
movement designs, prototyping, all types of hand finishing, the assembly of high
complications like tourbillons and repeaters.
In 2018, Bernhard decided to officially revive the Winnerl name in the 21st century, with the
aim of creating a series of different wristwatch models, each one to be closely inspired by a
different original movement or concept first developed for use in Winnerl’s chronometers and
pocket watches.
It began with researching Winnerl’s history and patents, cataloguing existing timepieces and
then designing the first movement and even some movements planned for the future. The
Founders Series watch houses a first horological movement of its kind incorporating a unique
balance wheel design taken directly from Winnerl’s chronometer No. 80.
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Case
Diameter: 40.00 mm
Thickness: 10.35 mm
Glass (front and back): Sapphire with anti reflective coating
Water resistance: 50 meters
Movement
Diameter: 33.00 mm
Thickness: 4.30 mm
Power reserve: 32 hours
Total No. of jewels: 21
Total No. of parts: 93
Balance
Material: Beryllium copper
Diameter: 13.00 mm
Height: 1.00 mm
Angle: 45°
Weight screws: 4 x in white gold
Regulation screws: 4x in steel
Hairspring: Breguet overcoil
Strap
Leather strap
Strap attachment: Screwed and sprung safety fastening
Strap width: 20.00 case / 18.00 buckle
Buckle: Specially designed ‘flat line’ buckle
Warranty
2 years

05;361
Founder’s Series No. 596
18K White Gold Case, Blue Gold Dial, Polished Steel Hands
Movement 3/4 Plate Finished With Silver Grainage
Diameter: 40 millimeters
Price without TVA: 68’400 CHF
Founder’s Series No. 597
18K Red Gold Case, White Enamel Dial, Blued Steel Hands
Movement 3/4 Plate Finished With Geneva Stripes
Diameter: 40 millimeters
Price without TVA: 68’400 CHF
Founder’s Series No. 598
Platinum Case, Black Enamel Dial, Polished Steel Hands
Movement 3/4 Plate Finished With Engraving
Diameter: 40 millimeters
Price without TVA: 87’600 CHF
Website: https://www.winnerl.ch
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